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Outline

• Personalizing feedback for learners using an 
inverse planning model to assess equation solving 
skills 

• Improving feedback for all learners 

• Future directions



Interpreting Equation Solving:  
Bayesian Inverse Planning

⇥ = space of possible understandings

p(✓ | equations)

Algebra 
skills (𝜃1)

Algebra 
skills (𝜃2)

Rafferty, Jansen, and Griffiths (2016)  



Representing Understanding: Θ

Conceptual Mal-rules 1+3x => 4x 
3(2+5x) => 6+5x

Arithmetic 1+5.9x+3.2x => 1+8.1x 
-3+5+x => -2+x

Planning 3x+5x+4 = 2 => 3x+4 = -5x+2

e.g., Sleeman, 1984;  Payne & Squibb, 1990; Koedinger & MacLaren,1997

✓ 2 ⇥: 6-dimensional vector of parameters related to skill



Bayesian Inverse Planning

Model of equation solving 
given an understanding

{p(✓ | equations) / p(✓)p(equations | ✓)

Algebra 
skills (𝜃2)

Algebra 
skills (𝜃1)



Generative Model of Equation Solving: 
Markov Decision Processes

2 + 3x = 6 3x = 6 + 2 3x = 8

Move 2 to 
right side

Combine 6 
and 2

Divide both 
sides by 3

   ...

4 dimensions of 𝜃 affect probability of transitions



Generative Model of Equation Solving: 
Markov Decision Processes

2 + 3x = 6 3x = 6 + 2 3x = 8

Move 2 to 
right side

Combine 6 
and 2

Divide both 
sides by 3

   ...

1 dimension affects action set



Modeling Learners’ Policies

Assume a noisily optimal policy:
p(a | s) / exp(✓� ·Q(s, a))

Q(s, a) =
X

s02S

p(s0|s, a)
 
R(s, a) + �

X

a02A

p(a0|s0)Q(s0, a0)

!Long term expected value:

2 + 3x = 6 3x = 6 + 2 3x = 8

Move 2 to 
right side

Combine 6 
and 2

Divide both 
sides by 3

   ...



Bayesian Inverse Planning

p(✓ | equations) / p(✓)p(equations | ✓)

Algebra 
skills (𝜃2)

Algebra 
skills (𝜃1)

Approximate via MCMC



Output for One Learner

• In simulation, estimated parameters close to true 
parameters 

• Correlated with estimates from teachers about 
individual skills for four of the dimensions
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Testing Personalized Feedback

Session 1: 
Website Problem 

Solving and Multiple 
Choice Test

Session 3: 
Website Problem 

Solving and Multiple 
Choice Test

Session 2: 
Feedback Activity



Performance Change for Participants with 
Varying Skill Levels

Random Feedback Targeted Feedback
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Accuracy Improvements by Time and Condition
for Participants with Some Mastered and Some Unmastered Skills

Before Feedback

After Feedback

Reliable difference in amount of improvement by condition.



Improving Feedback Quality

Williams, Kim, Rafferty, Maldonado, Gajos, Lasecki, & Heffernan (2016)  

When you have 8 cookies in the jar and 5 are chocolate you have a 5/8 chance of the cookie you 
draw being chocolate. When there are 7 cookies in the jar and 3 are oatmeal you have a 3/7 
chance of drawing the oatmeal cookie. To get the overall probability you need to multiply 5/8 by 3/7 
which results in overall probability of 15/56  

Chris has a cookie jar that contains 5 chocolate cookies and 3 oatmeal cookies. He will draw two 
cookies from the jar, one at a time without replacing the first cookie. What is the probability that 
Chris gets a chocolate cookie on his first draw and an oatmeal cookie on his second draw?

Enter your answer below.

15/56



Measuring and Optimizing Feedback Quality
Chris has a cookie jar that contains 5 chocolate cookies and 3 oatmeal cookies. He will draw two 
cookies from the jar, one at a time without replacing the first cookie. What is the probability that 
Chris gets a chocolate cookie on his first draw and an oatmeal cookie on his second draw?

Enter your answer below.

View 
feedback

When you have 8 cookies in the jar and 5 are chocolate you have a 5/8 chance of the 
cookie you draw being chocolate. When there are 7 cookies in the jar and 3 are oatmeal 
you have a 3/7 chance of drawing the oatmeal cookie. To get the overall probability you 
need to multiply 5/8 by 3/7 which results in overall probability of 15/56  

Rate feedback Answer next question

Select explanations using bandit algorithm



Thompson Sampling

0
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0.5

0.75
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1 2 3
Explanation

Exp. 1 Exp. 2 Exp. 3

Next 
Incorrect 5 1 7

Next 
Correct 15 1 7

Maintain estimate of effectiveness for each explanation 
(here, Beta distribution), and update for each learner.



Generating Explanations
When you have 8 cookies in the jar and 5 are chocolate you have a 5/8 
chance of the cookie you draw being chocolate. When there are 7 cookies in 
the jar and 3 are oatmeal you have a 3/7 chance of drawing the oatmeal go based on the amount of cookies that are available and run a trial until the 

chocolate cookie is picked out, then do the same for oatmeal  The total number of cookies in the jar is 8.  
Since there are 5 chocolate cookies the probability that Chris gets an chocolate 
cookie is 5/8 
Since Chris removed 1 cookie from the jar and did not replace it or put it back 

Right now, try explaining out loud why the answer above is correct and how to solve the problem. Imagine explaining 
to another learner. 

Then, write your explanation into the text box below. It will help you, and could help another learner similar to you. 
Constructing an explanation will help you learn by helping you spot gaps in your knowledge and connecting 
different principles togethers.



AXIS: Adaptive eXplanation 
Improvement System  
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Testing AXIS

• Initial 150 participants solved four math problems, each 
with an explanation selected by AXIS and with the 
opportunity to generate their own explanation 

• Evaluate explanations: new participants solved the 4 
problems, each followed by an explanation, and then 
were assessed using 12 new problems 

• Participants in the evaluation received (1) no 
explanations, (2) explanations discarded in filtering, (3) 
explanations chosen by AXIS, or (4) explanations written 
by an instructional designer



Improvement from Learning to 
Assessment Phase
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Conclusion
• Machine learning and computational modeling can 

provide domain-general frameworks for selecting 
feedback and improving it 

• Next steps: 

• Combine dynamic improvement and personalization 

• Improving hypothesis space of cognitive model via 
data 

• Feedback on strategy
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